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 Introduction Any Fuchsian equation of second order with four singularities
can be reduced to the form
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upon      The constant q is known as the accessory parameter This is Heuns
equation  and solutions may be characterised by the P symbol 
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Power series expansions for the solutions of Heuns equation have been studied
by Heun for various arguments   There turn out to be  distinct types of
power series Alternatively solutions of Heuns equations can be expanded in series
of hypergeometric functions Such expansions were studied by Svartholm  and
Erdelyi  Typically such expansions have the form
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where 	 
 	      	     Two types of expansion were given
i Series of type I for which 	 	  
 	    These series converge outside
an ellipse with foci at e
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
 There are three
distinct expansions of this type
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In all these expansions the coecients A
m
satisfy three term recurrence relations
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where a
r
 b
r
 c
r
are known expressions in r and c
r
	 
 If q is chosen from a number
of characteristic values then expansions of this type converge In this article we de
rive some of these expansions for the case of Heun polynomials from considerations
based on group theory and its connection with separation of variables solutions
of the LaplaceBeltrami eigenvalue equation on the nsphere The method used
makes a judicious choice of coordinates on the nsphere The expansions that are
rst derived are for products of Heun polynomials as sums of products of Jacobi
polynomials The coecients in the expansions obey three term recurrence rela
tions The corresponding single variable expansions are then obtained by allowing
one of the variables to take a xed value This paper is an extension of  in which
the motivation and background can be found
Earlier writers on Heun functions who take a somewhat similar point of view
are Sleeman  and Schmidt and Wolf  These authors use the simultaneous
separability of a generalized Schrodinger equation in several cooordinate systems to
derive integral relations for Heun functions In  and in the present paper we are
making clearer the geometrical setting of these results polynomial orthogonal bases
on the nsphere characterized as eigenfunctions of commuting sets of selfadjoint
symmetry operators
 Derivation of the expansion formula The graphical calculus of separable
coordinates for the LaplaceBeltrami eigenvalue equation on the nsphere has been
completely worked out by Kalnins and Miller   To derive an expansion for
Heun polynomials we consider coordinate systems corresponding to graphs of the
type
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The metric on the n sphere is
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can be taken to be say spherical
coordinates in each case corresponding to the graph 
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We then seek eigenfunctions  of the Laplacian satisfying
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where J is a nonnegative integer In the coordinates we have chosen this equation
has the form
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is the Laplacian on the sphere S
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we nd  has the form
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the eigenvalues q have been calculated To calculate the eigenvalues it is convenient
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That is M is the second order symmetry operator for the Laplacian M 	

 which corresponds to the separable coordinates x y The separable solutions
 are eigenfunctions of M with eigenvalues  Expression  gives the
relationship between the eigenvalues  and q The terms involving the 
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can also be expanded in terms of the basis functions of the coordinate system
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corresponding to the graph 
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To obtain the recurrence relations we need the action of the various pieces of M on
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Keys to deriving this result are the following recurrence formulas for Jacobi poly
nomials P
	
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To prove  it is enough to use relations  to evaluate both sides of 
for a xed choice of the variable  Thus a onevariable expansion in  leads to a
twovariable expansion in  and  Now substituting the expansion  into the
 EG KALNINSy AND W MILLER JRz
eigenvalue equation M 	  and using  we nd the three term recurrence
relation
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where m 	 
     j Consequently the j   independent eigenvalues q are calcu
lated from the determinant
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To obtain the expansions in terms of one variable from  we proceed as follows
For the two choices of u
i
 i 	    given by  and  take y 	 e

  	

 

Then the expression has the form
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This is an expansion of type  with 
 	 
 A di!erent type of expansion can be
obtained by taking  	  and y 	 e

 The resulting expression has the form
 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j
X
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In both these examples the dependence of the  
m
and "
m
coecients on the indices


 
 
 

 q has been suppressed
This second type of expansion of a Heun polynomial appears to be new at least
in this explicit form Everything that was done in the derivation of expansions
except the limits of summation on r could be extended to the representation
of Heun functions when J 

 
 
 

are complex Consequently representations of
such functions in terms of expansions whose coecients obey three term recurrence
relations can be derived The convergence of series of this type will be discussed
elsewhere
HYPERGEOMETRIC EXPANSIONS OF HEUN POLYNOMIALS
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